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Coming up to the annotation sprint

What are we going to do? And why?
About the value of good metadata and the importance of 
contributions from you, the crowd. 



Once upon a time… : (ad)ventures in storytelling 
In previous digital cultural heritage projects we’ve learned that making 
people 

discover, 
reflect on, 

talk about, 
creatively reuse 

and preserve their heritage 

starts with making that heritage discoverable and giving it a shiny showcase.



Not that one 



But rather one like this



Where every story has a picture 



And every picture has a story



> stating the 
issue and posing 

the questions
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● Why would we?
● Why should we?
● How could we?

Storytelling with 
digital cultural 
heritage
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A picture paints 
a thousand 
words 
(but we have to 

hold the brush) 



Storytelling via metadata

● Layered information

●  > multidirectional research 

● > rich storytelling 

● > varied range of formats/media

● >  varied target audience





Metadata fails











Good practices
Rich
Descriptive
Linked
Multilingual
Monophonic
Polyvocal
Correct
Structured
Curated
Authoritative















The impact of metadata on search strategies, 

curatorial practices and user satisfaction is huge. 

Making sure that sufficient, precise, correct, 

multilingual, rich, descriptive, authoritative and 

interlinked metadata are available is a task that is 

equally monumental, and can’t be completely taken 

over by AI (yet). 

What we propose is a path in between manual 

metadating and automated enrichment.



Manual vs Automatic strategies

Manual

✅ High quality 
enrichments

❌ Labour-intensive 
process

Automatic

✅ Large scale
✅ Easy to execute
❌ Prone to errors

Crowdsourcing

✅ Large scale
❌ Lack of expert 

knowledge
❌ Prone to errors



Enrichment through crowdsourcing

● Create volume via a low-threshold platform and easy-to use tools
● Add a game and a community element
● Install peer review to optimize results
● Take a human in the loop for final validation
● Feed back to the source



Are you up for it?

● There’s a direct relationship between the quality of metadata and 

the impact, sustainability and reusability of digital records

> as a heritage community we have a duty of care 

● You’ll be helping us today to annotate two stunning sets of 

Bulgarian historical photographs, that without your effort would 

risk remaining under the radar

● Let’s move to the tailor-made tagging page for a demo

https://crowdheritage.eu/en/bulgarian-history 

https://crowdheritage.eu/en/bulgarian-history


Tagging Top Tips

● If someone would ask you to retrieve this picture in a collection of 50 million images. 

Which search terms would you use?

● When tagging, you’ll only be able to use terms from established thesauri (pertaining 

to photography, fashion in particular, but including Wikidata entries as well). So try 

to get a taste of the inherent logic and hierarchy used in those thesauri

● Think of iconographic elements (street, dress, couple, theatre, bicycle) but also of 

intangible concepts (historical periods, art movements, iconic events) and image 

qualities (black and white photography, portrait, landscape, street photography) 

● Consider the unique knowledge that you, as the heritage community to which these 

images belong, could bring to the table

● If you can’t think of new tags, assess the existing ones by up- or downvoting



Let’s dance the dance! 
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Go to https://crowdheritage.eu/en/bulgarian-history   

and register or login

https://crowdheritage.eu/en/bulgarian-history


Add your (English) tags, upvote or downvote what’s 

already there, and work your way up to the top of the 

rankings. 

We’ll suspend this meeting for about half an hour 

(please stay in the call) and reunite at 11.55 for the 

results! 



So how did we do?  



Take it to the 
next level  



Come back to check how we’re doing: the campaign will 
remain accessible for a few more days!

Enjoying the experience? We’re running several other 
campaigns at the moment and will continue at least until the 
end of July.



Thanks so much!

Citizen Heritage
Citizen Science Practices in Cultural Heritage: 

towards a Sustainable Model in Higher Education

www.citizenheritage.eu 

Contact us: 
info@photoconsortium.net 

sofie.taes@kuleuven.be 
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